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Abstrak
 

Indonesia is the world 's largest archntelago with at population of roughly 224

million (Jubf 200 estimate), make it the world 's fourth most populous nation.

Indonesia people have diferent character and patient in communihi We as

developing country, and it grown in entirely area from province to region.

'lhe progressive growth in this decade which possibly have different perception

of occurrence and the developing as the real obligation involved if each region,

central government as decision maker of policy and planning

The diferent condition in each region, influences the pattern and the form of

development to appbi in each region. Ihe policy which succesgiillv applied in one

region is not necessary as successful region to others. U' we would develop one

region, therefore the police should suitable regard the region condition such as

problems, needs and potential.

A thorough research to know the potential and the prospect ofa certain district

should be undertaken. the final result of the research has to be provided to the

pertinent decision makers.

The district of Bekasi has to undertake similar research. As a strategic region

located in the border of Jakarta, Bekasi with its excellent iiyrastructure and

transportation could be _hirther developed as an advanced and integrated industrial

business district.

Recently, there are five industrial business district in the region and oj"course_

there wi ll be more in line with jiirther development. All of these potentials which must

be better studied and research. F nrther, the research also tries to answer .several

aspects of Belrasi region development, and views on which .sectors need to be better

developed and handle seriouslv. Evenlualbf, the results of the research would be put

as o henclnnark and tools of .strategic decision making process.
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